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Abstract: The aim of the paper is to propose an electrical equivalent series model
of a piezo based sensor, in terms of its impedance, considering the Thevenin
equivalent looking back impedance from the sensor side. As the sensor consists of
a piezo element attached with a metallic strip, the model should explain the
contribution of the piezo as well as the substrate separately in the overall
impedance response. The model for piezo element consists of three passive
impedance blocks, connected in series whereas there are four blocks in the model
of the sensor. The fourth block here is mainly to represent the additional
characteristics appearing due to the addition of the substrate. The blocks have
their own individual contributions in the overall impedance response, though they
are not totally decoupled. The simulated responses of the piezo as well as the
sensor, using this model has been validated against experimental impedance
responses. The model proposed in this study can be used to simulate the
impedance phase responses as well as the impedance magnitude responses of
the piezo and the sensor.
Keywords: Impedance response; piezo element; sensor; impedance model.

1 INTRODUCTION
The sensor used in the present study is a piezo
based sensor where a piezo element is glued with
an aluminium substrate of appropriate shape and
size. Several researchers have used similar sensors
for different applications as given in [1, 2]. There
are some existing models of such sensors also. An
electrical passive element model of the unloaded
piezo was proposed by Sherrit et. al. [3] as a
modification of the well known Vandyke model.
The modelling was done to represent the sensor
dynamics near the resonance frequency considering

the thickness mode of vibration. Guan and Liao [4]
reported another electrical equivalent model for the
unloaded piezo considering only passive elements.
In this model, a series combination of a resistance
(R), an inductance (L) and a capacitance (C) has
been used to represent a system resonance, and the
same series combination has been used several
times in parallel to represent the multiple modes of
vibration. Kim et. al. [5] proposed a parallel R, L
and C for resonance and this combination is
repeated to consider the interaction of piezo and the
structure to which it is attached. Reza Moheimani
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[6] reviews research related to the use of shunted
piezoelectric elements for vibration damping and
control, where the performances have been
analysed with impedances in a series combination
of R, L and C as well as their parallel combinations.
In all these cases, the study was done for a
rectangular piezo that was attached to a beam, and
it was reported that the addition of the substrate
leads to the arousal of some low frequency
dynamics which do not appear in an unloaded
piezo.

Fig. 1. Piezo based sensor a) with soldered wires on front side
and b) aluminium substrate with L arm glued on the reverse side.

In some previous studies by the authors [1, 7, 8], a
loaded piezoelectric sensor was developed, as
shown in Figure 1. In [1], the impedance of this
sensor is modeled in the low frequency range of
1kHz to 20kHz using the thickness mode of
vibration based continuity equation derived in [9].
The model has been done in two stages: first, by
considering the piezo element with connecting
wires, and then modifying the model when it is
loaded with a metallic strip. It was, however,
observed that the validity of the relatively simple
thickness modes of vibration in this lower
operating frequency range could not be ensured.
Thus, a scope exists to suitably model the piezo
based sensor such that it represents the modal
behaviour in this range. A preliminary electrical
impedance model has recently been proposed by
the authors [10] to represent the overall impedance
magnitude response of the sensor. The model
proposed in [10] can be used to simulate the
impedance responses of piezos as well as the
sensors having one prominent impedance peak
within the frequency range of interest. But, in most
of the cases, the piezo elements have two major
phase peaks in the frequency range of interest and
the sensors made up with such piezo elements also
have more than one peak. Thus, this model is not
sufficient to replicate the impedance responses
having more than one peak. However, a more
elaborate study of the impedance characteristics of
the piezo as well as the sensor can be done to
represent the behaviour throughout the frequency
range of operation and to elaborate the additional
system dynamics appearing due to the addition of
the substrate with the piezo element. This proposed
model can be used to replicate the impedance

responses having one or more than one peaks by
changing the values of the passive elements used in
the model.

In this paper, an electrical equivalent series model
of the piezo in terms of its impedance phase has
been studied to investigate its impedance
characteristics within 1 to 20 kHz frequency range.
This model is then modified accordingly to
replicate the impedance phase and magnitude
response of the sensor, hence to replicate the
change in the system responses from piezo to
sensor. In this paper, the impedance phase
responses and the corresponding phase-peak
frequencies are taken into consideration. Though
the same model can be used to simulate the
impedance magnitude responses also, but that
aspect is not considered in this study. The paper is
organised as follows: Section 2 describes the
experimental impedance responses of piezo
element and the sensor. Modeling and the
simulation of the piezo and sensor is given in
Section 3. The conclusion is in Section 4.

Fig. 2. Experimental impedance phase response of Piezo1.

2 EXPERIMENTAL IMPEDANCE
RESPONSES OF PIEZO ELEMENT AND
THE SENSOR
In this study, three piezo elements with connecting
wires, Piezo1, Piezo2 and Piezo3, having two
major phase peaks in the frequency range of 5900-
6400 Hz have been chosen for the experimental
purpose. The experimental impedance phase
responses have been taken using 4294 A Agilent
Impedance Analyzer in Z- mode with frequency
resolution as ~192 Hz. Here, it is to be mentioned
that the highest phase peak is considered as the
motional peak (that is attributable primarily to the
mechanical antiresonance of the piezo element).
The local maxima within ±2.3 kHz of the motional
phase peak with phase values > -82° have been
considered as phase peaks, while outside this range,
impedance phase peaks with values < -55° have
been discarded. In this study, average of ten
responses of three piezo elements have been
considered. A typical experimental phase response
of a piezo element is given in Figure 2.
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Three sensors, namely Sensor1, Sensor2 and
Sensor3 are made with Piezo1, Piezo2 and Piezo3
respectively. Similar responses of the sensors are
taken with the same impedance analyzer and the
average of ten responses of each sensor has been
considered. A typical experimental impedance
phase response of a sensor is given in Figure 3. The
experimental phase peaks with their frequencies
and the phase values of Piezo1 and corresponding
sensor1 are given in Table 1.

From Figure 3 and Table 1, it is evident that the
addition of the substrate causes a significant change
in the impedance response. Total three distinct
phase peaks are present in the sensor response,
whereas there are two in the corresponding
impedance phase response of the piezo. Among the
three peaks, the motional peak, i.e. the highest peak,
is at the middle position, while the other two are on
the either side of it. There is a major shift of the
motional peak position of the sensor in the
rightward direction from that of the motional peak
of the piezo. The positions of the other peaks have
also shifted rightward. The phase value of the
motional peak is also higher in case of the sensor.
Outside the range of ±2.3 kHz of the motional
phase peak, there are more number of additional
peaks in the sensor responses than that of the piezo,
but they are not taken into consideration for the
present study. The other two sensors have also
shown similar responses.

Fig. 3. Experimental impedance phase response of Sensor1.

3 MODELING AND SIMULATION OF
THE PIEZO AND THE SENSOR
3.1 Proposed Series Impedance Model
In this study, an impedance based electrical model
is proposed. This model has been considered as the
Thevenin equivalent looking back impedance,
viewed from the sensor output. It has been assumed
that all electrical and mechanical impedances of the
piezo in this equivalent circuit are represented as
the impedance blocks, and the connecting wires are
represented as the output terminals, within which
the effective impedance or loading is measured.
Two models, with a total of three and four passive
impedance blocks respectively that are connected
in series, have been proposed to represent the

response of the piezo and the sensor. However, the
corresponding models shown in Figure 4 have four
and five blocks respectively since the impedance
block pertaining to the electrical contact is
considered to be present in equal measure at the
input as well as the output side as ZA/2. It must be
mentioned that the impedance blocks are not totally
decoupled, but are related to each other while
providing a dominant contribution for a particular
portion of the phase response.
Block ZC in both cases represents the motional
impedance and hence, represents the highest phase
peak. The combination of the elements are
basically similar to the Vandyke model [5] of the
piezo with a required alteration, the only capacitor
in the parallel branch has been replaced by a lossy
capacitor. The highest peak position depends on the
values of L2, C3 and C4 whereas the peak
amplitude depends mainly on the resistances R4
and R5. Since the base line of the piezo as well as
the sensor responses show the characteristics of a
leaky capacitor, The ZA block consists of a
capacitor C1 with a parallel resistance R2
connected in series with a resistance R1 that
represents the capacitive effect of the piezo element
including the leakage resistance. ZB is considered
to be responsible for the peak which occurs at a
lower frequency than the motional phase peak. L1
and C2 are responsible for the corresponding phase
peak position and R3 is used to match the peak
height. ZD is structurally identical to that of ZB with
the elements replaced by R6, L3 and C5
respectively, and is responsible for the peak
occurring at a higher frequency than the motional
phase peak in sensor response.

Fig. 4. Electrical equivalent model of (a) Piezo with wires and
(b) Sensor.

3.2 Simulation
The best-fit responses have been simulated over the
total operating range using Simulink MATLAB for
the models in Figure 4. In case of the piezo with
wires, there are 11 variables, which increases to 14
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for the sensor with L arm. ZA is used to match the
base line of the phase response. C3, L2 and C4 in
block ZC are adjusted to match the motional phase
peak frequency, while the combinations C2, L1 and
C5, L3 of blocks ZB and ZD respectively are
adjusted to match the frequencies pertaining to the
other two phase peaks. Thereafter, the values of the
corresponding resistances are adjusted to match the
various peak heights with the objective of obtaining
minimum Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for the
phase over the total operating frequency range.

Parameter values determined for the simulation of
Piezo1 and Sensor1 responses are stated in Table 2.
The experimental and the simulated responses of
Piezo1 and Sensor1 are given in the Figure 5 and
Figure 6.

From the Figure 5 and Figure 6, it is seen that the
overall nature of the experimental and simulated
phase responses of the piezo elements and the
sensors match with each other. The other sensors
also show similar nature with a difference in the
peak positions and the corresponding phase values.
To match those responses, the values of the passive
elements are chosen accordingly to get the
minimum % error and minimum RMSE of the
overall phase responses. The % error at the peak
positions of the Piezo1 and Sensor1 and the RMSE
of overall phase response of Piezo1 and Sensor1
are also tabulated in Table 1. % error at the phase
peaks, considering all piezo elements and all
sensors, are within ±6.5%, which is quite
acceptable. RMSE of the phase values of all cases
lie between 3.5° to 9°. The experimental and
simulated frequencies at which the phase peaks
appear, are exactly the same. It is already
mentioned earlier that, this same model also gives
the impedance magnitude responses that exactly
match with the experimental impedance magnitude
responses.

4 CONCLUSION
Now-a-days, small piezoelectric sensors are
attached to a structure for monitoring the structural
health [5] using electromechanical impedance
techniques where piezo will act as self sensing
actuators. Similar sensors can be used for quality
monitoring of the concrete specimens and dental
implant stability measurements as well. However,
in all of these cases, the resonance frequency (RF)
is to be identified and in most of the cases, this RF
is identified in terms of the system impedance.
Thus, the major objective is to identify the system
RF. Here, this RF is measured in terms of the
impedance phase peaks. The model proposed in
this work basically provides the phase-peak
positions and its corresponding phase values.

Along with that, the overall impedance phase
response throughout the operating frequency range
has also been considered in the present study.

Fig. 5. Experimental and Simulated response of Piezo1.

Fig. 6. Experimental and Simulated response of Sensor1.

Table 1 Experimental phase peaks for piezo1 and sensor1 with
% errors at the peaks and overall rmse.

Sensor
Type

Phase
peaks

RF in
Hz

Value %error
in sim

RMSE

Piezo1 Peak1 5414 -40.5° 3.6
5.7°Peak2 6181 19.5° -0.3

Peak3 - - -
Sensor1 Peak1 8676 -54.3° -3.3

7.9°Peak2 10212 34.2° -1.4
Peak3 11555 1° 0.2

Table 2 Passive elements used for the model for piezo1 and
sensor1.

For simulation over range of 1kHz to 20kHz
Branch
name

Parameter
name

Piezo1 Sensor1

ZA R1(Ω) 20 20

R2(MΩ) 1 1
C1(µF) 0.0154 0.014

ZB

R3(Ω) 1600 3690
L1(mH) 0.915 0.28
C2(µF) 0.93 0.67

ZC

R4(Ω) 0.78 1.2
L2(mH) 3.78 1.84
C3(µF) 1 1
R5(Ω) 0.78 1.2
C4(µF) 0.2 0.147

ZD

R6(Ω) - 600
L5(mH) - 0.37
C3(µF) - 0.9

The analysis done in the present work establishes
that, both for the piezo and the sensor, the
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simulated responses obtained using the proposed
series impedance model are well matched with the
overall experimental phase responses with an exact
match at the phase peaks. This model can be used
to find out the sensor characteristics suitable for the
above mentioned applications also.

The nature of phase responses of both the piezo
element and the sensor are almost similar except
the number of phase peaks. The phase-peak
frequencies and the phase-peak values of the
experimental responses can be matched with the
corresponding values of the simulated one by small
variations of parameters, for both piezos and
sensors.

Furthermore, it has been established that each
block of the proposed model is responsible for
providing some or other characteristics of
impedance phase responses for the piezo and the
sensor. Thus, the model proposed in this paper can
be used to simulate the impedance phase and
magnitude response of piezo element as well as the
sensor, but the effects of the shape and area of
cross section of the metallic strip that is attached
onto the piezo element also need to be studied. In
ongoing studies, this model is being augmented
suitably to study these aspects, as well as the effect
of the thickness of adhesive used.
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